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Welcome to the premiere
gathering for the world’s science
and factual content community.
Over three days and two evenings, WCSFP fosters an unparalleled
environment for creators, enablers and platforms to connect, share
catalytic insight, and advance new business.
Last year’s attendees included…

… and more!

For more than 25 years, WCSFP has been recognized as the premiere gathering
for international leaders in factual broadcasting and television production.
Digital convergence of content production and distribution has expanded the
WCSFP community to welcome new stakeholders including digital-first platforms,
VR and AR experts, game designers and third-sector service providers.
All attendees share a common goal of looking into the future of their field and
better understanding new opportunities to communicate knowledge and truth to
hundreds of millions of viewers around the globe.
WCSFP is distinct in its open approach, collegial atmosphere and truly international
nature. The congress travels to a new country each year, working with a local host,
to stimulate international collaboration and showcase their top talent.

Editorial
Director

WCSFP delivers programming
developed by respected leaders
working in the field.

Editorial Committee
Local Host Representatives

Alison Leigh
Leigh Brown Productions
(Australia)

Tracey Viera
Screen Queensland
(Australia)

Joseph Maxwell
SBS
(Australia)

Steve Bibb
ABC
(Australia)

This ensures a balanced program
to address current aspirations and
challenges appearing across the
factual content sector, and to
support a collaborative sense of
ownership supporting the overall
development of the industry.

Editorial Committee (Elected at the 2017 WCSFP)

Mark Atkin
Crossover Labs
(UK)

Jim Louderback
VidCon
(USA)

Iain Dodgeon
Wellcome
(UK)

Tom McDonald
BBC
(UK)

Fabrice Esteve
YUZU Productions
(France)

Content proposals are accepted
from across the globe, with the final
schedule determined through the
guidance of an elected editorial
committee working under the
leadership of Editorial Director,
Alison Leigh.

Rosario López Foncea
Marita Huebinger
Jocelyn Little
ZDF German Television Beach House Pictures Cabala Productions
(Chile)
(Germany)
(Singapore)

Michael McMahon
Charlie Parsons
Primitive Entertainment National Geographic Ch.
(Canada)
(USA)

Takeshi Shibasaki
NHK
(Japan)

James Williams
JW Digital Strategies
(USA)

WCSFP Board of Directors
John Lynch, Chairman, WCSFP Ltd. (UK)
Tessa James, Lion Television (UK)
Catherine Alvaresse, France 2 (France)
Richard Bradley, Lion Television (UK)
Beth Hoppe, ABC News (USA)
Patrick Hörl, Autentic (Germany)
Paul Lewis, Great Pacific Media (Canada)
Wally Longul, JKJ-TV International (Canada)

WCSFP program is comprised of panel sessions, keynote addresses, workshops, pre-arranged buyerseller meetings, interactive displays, group excursions, social events and more!

Programming is streamed into three core areas of conversation
BUSINESS

CRAFT

SUBJECT MATTER

•

•

•

•
•
•

What does a next generation science & factual
media company look like?
What are the latest monetizing models
emerging for science and factual content?
How to leverage converging sectors, and
international collaboration.
Best practices in buying/selling/licensing
content.

•
•
•

What does the future of science and factual
content look like?
What were this year’s stand-out productions
and how were they created?
How are technologies like social media, virtual
reality and gaming impacting production?
How to adopt new technology into your
storytelling toolkit.

•
•
•

How do we tackle some of the most pressing
issues in our world right now?
What stories matter most to hundreds of
millions of viewers around the world?
What stories matter most to regional markets
and contrasting consumer segments?
What’s new, what’s next?

All sponsors receive logo recognition at the Gold, Silver or Bronze level. Benefits associated will all sponsorships include an announcement of your
support to a highly targeted subscriber-base of 5,000+ industry stakeholders; logo recognition under your sponsorship level through the WCSFP
website, mobile app (including company profile) and WCSFP Program Book, onsite signage and more. We look forward to speaking with you to create
a fully customized sponsorship marketing campaign which can include one or more anchor properties and additional advertising touch-points.

WCSFP offers a range of
properties and activation
opportunities. We look
forward to discussing your
objectives and working
towards a fully
customized campaign that
best serves your interests.

WCSFP.COM

